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A RE-EXAMINATION OF TIGERPISH CROVÌTH RATFS IN LAME KJ
StJIVflvLRY
Qrowth rates of male and female tigerf ish were determined from
lengtfrequencies of fish from the Sanyati Basin and Siionda estuary,
Lake Kariba. Gruth rates were similar in b oth sexes for the first two
years, after vthich females grew faster and reached a greator length.
Fish from the Sanyati Basin appeared to grow s)iglitly faster than those
from the Sinanwenda estuary.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this project was to compare a number of ways of
ageing Tigerfish ocynus vittatus to compare with the method of length,1
frequencies. Because the resnits from length/frequency analyses viere
similar to those determined by Balen (i 971) and Kcnmuir (i 973) it was
decided to discontinue the work on other methods.
THODS
Standard lengths and sex were obtained by a variety of sampling
methods. Most of the dato. from the Sanyati Basin consisted of Tigerfish
taken from the sardine purse seiners. Data were also obtained from
experimental gill netting, exnlosive and poison sampling, and from angler's
catches during the International Tigerfisbing competition. Data from the
Sinamwenda estuary were obtained from coniirercial and experimental gill
netting, from sampling with explosives and some from experimental purse-
seining.
Length/frequency histograms were drawn up using both I and 2 cm
length classes at monthly intervals and Sinamwenda data were combined to
obtain bi-monthiy mea (Fig. i ) becae of the low numbers in the samples.
Numbers of fish caught in both areas were low and consequently the
interpretation of length/frequency modes was difficult.
2Probability paper was used to try and identify length modes
(Cassie, I 92.) but was found to split them and so the technioue was
discontinued. The method adopted was first to fit a iiìe by eye through
the apparent modes of the monthly length/frequency histograms. Each was
then examined and the most likely mode nearest the line (representing ari
age class), was located arid plotted on a graph of length against time
(Fig. 2).
Sinamwenda data from February 1 981 to February 1982 was combined
so that the growth of different year classes could represent a growth
cue up to 6 or 7 years old (Table i).
The standard length at the beginning of eaoh year aras then
plotted against the growth increment of that year. Â regression liria
fitted to these points (Fig. 3 enabled a von Bertalariffy growth ce to
be derived from this line (PigL) using the equation
Lt L (i
where L the azinptotic length = (a and b are the regression constants);
t0 = the theoretical age at which length is stiro (assumed. to b o o); and
-ktb1-e
For the Sanyati Basti, data was available from :nid-I 977 to the
end of 1 981 but the data for 1980 were misleading and excluded. Th
lengths for the different age classes in each year were combined to obtain
mean lengths for each arid represented as one growth curve, from birth
through to L. years old. Since lengths for only 2- years growth were
available the curves were not plotted but are shown with th Sinam crida
curves for comparison (Fig. 5),
FESJJLTS AND DISCIJSS ION
Fig. 2 shows the mean monthly standard lengths for each age
class. In males, and to a lesser extent females, there are often two
points representing one age clss; this is also evident in Figs. la and Ib.
These may represent the progeny from two separate spawning runs.
The Mwenda river has a small catohment area and it is only after very
heavy or prolonged rain that its flow rises or continues for any length of
time so any spawning ran that may take nace must therefore be of short
duration. The weir situated near the mouth of the river and the fairly
extensive rapids upstream probably worsen the situation as they can only
be negotiated at high flow periods (Kenmuir 1973; Langeiman and Beattie,
Personal observations).
Where more than one point occurs for any age class in any month
a mean value has been used to calcuiate the growth curves (Tblu i) and the
regressions for the Sinanwnncla fish can be compared with those using data
from Balan (171) and Kenmuir (1973). In all cases the correlation
co-efficient is significant at the 95 level or better (Fig. 3).
The von Bertalanffy growth curves for the Sinsmwenda fish are
plotted with their original lengths (as determined from Fig. 2) together
with those from Balan and Kenmuir (Fig. Li.). The growth rates arc similar
with the females having one in between those found by Kenmuir and Balan
while the males slowed down after the first two years, which is the
reverse of that found by Balon. Similarly the apparently faster growth
rates of the female Sanyati Basin (Fig. 5) fish may riot be significantly
different. The males again appear to have a slower growth rate which is
a characteristic of many chracid fish where females grow larger than
males (Lowe-McConnell 1975).
In drawing these carves, Januaxy has been taken as the peak
spawning month which is in agreement with Badenhuizen (1967), Balan and
Kenmuir. This is also generally the period of greatest f lwr in the
Mwenda river. This may also explain the higher ratos f r the Sanyati
Basin fishin the first half of their first year ofgrowth as the Sanyati
river and the other rivers flowing into the Basin, have a much larger
catchrnent arca with a longer and more constant flow.
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